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RUNWAY

San Francisco Just Banned the Sale of Fur—Here Are
10 Super-Luxe Faux Options From the Fall 2018
Runways
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Faux fur is quickly becoming the new standard in luxury fashion. In the past few months

Gucci, Tom Ford, Michael Kors, and Versace have all stepped away from fur, and brand

including Givenchy and Area had some of the season’s best faux-fur coats on their recen

runways. San Francisco stores should start bookmarking those coats now: Starting on

January 1, 2019, the city will ban the sale of real fur.

Critics are saying the ban could have a negative impact on San Francisco businesses that

fur, but an amendment will allow furriers and other retailers to sell their current inventor

until January 1, 2020. That should give them plenty of time to stock up on faux options,

many of which feel so much like the real thing it’s impossible to tell the difference. For

longtime fur lovers, the fact that Tom Ford, Givenchy, and Gucci are doing faux fur shou

help change the misconception that it’s “cheaper” or “less luxurious” than real fur. In fac

faux fur is often more expensive than the real stuff. In addition to those major brands, th

are several smaller designers dedicated to faux fur, such as Maison Atia, House of Fluff, 

Shrimps. Meanwhile, Dries Van Noten and Stella McCartney have been using faux fur fo

years, and Rooney Mara’s new label, Hiraeth, doesn’t use fur, leather, cashmere, wool, o

any other animal-based materials.

That said, faux fur has been criticized for its use of chemicals and synthetics. But last yea

Smith, the senior manager of fashion policy at the Humane Society, told Vogue the

argument isn’t so clear-cut: “The idea that [real fur or faux fur] is less environmentally

conscious than the other . . . it’s a talking point that distracts from the real problems the

industry is facing. When you have any product you’re going to mass produce [like faux-fu

coats], it will have an environmental impact. One supply chain has extreme cruelty attac

to it, and fur does have an impact on the environment. Thousands of animals are living o

single fur farm, where urine and feces go into the waterways and into the ground. . . . It’

also an industry involved with tanneries, which have this toxic soup of formaldehyde and

chromium that gets released into the environment. Comparing that to faux fur, I think it

becomes obvious which one is most hazardous to the Earth.”

Sheepskin, also known as lambskin or shearling, is still permitted under the San Francisc

ban. We’re guessing that’s because lambskin is a by-product of the food industry, wherea

minks and foxes are killed expressly for their fur; but sheepskin still requires the full pelt
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the animal, a point often raised by PETA, the Humane Society, and other animal rights

organizations. Is a shearling ban next for San Francisco, and will other cities follow suit?

While you wait to see how this unfolds, scroll through 10 of the Fall 2018 runways’ best 

furs above—then quiz your friends and see if any of them think they look “cheap” or even

fake.

Want more Vogue Runway? Sign up for our newsletter to stay up to date on the lates

breaking news, Fashion Week reviews, trends, and more.
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